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Abstract— Cold-formed steel members with bolted end connections are frequently used in a variety of structures such as trusses, transmission,    

towers etc. This research work deals with the details of the yield strength, ultimate strength and breaking strength on cold formed steel section 

subjected to tension. This analysis carries single angle sections and double angles sections of 2mm. 3mm amd 4mm under plain without Lipped 

and with Lipped conditions subjected to tension load. 54 specimens was used in experimental investigation using 40 Tonne capacity of universal 

testing machine 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Light steel framing using the cold-formed Steel (CFS) sections is one of the Industrialized Building System that highly 

recommended into our construction industry. Industrial Building System is not just speed up the construction time and reducing 

material usage, but also guaranteed the quality of the building, e.g., in acoustic and heat performance. The use of CFS as light 

steel framing system has not been popular as a preferred option in construction practice in Indonesia and Malaysia. Therefore, 

there is a need to investigate the economic aspects of the CFS as light steel framing system in our local industry, conduct 

comprehensive testing and parametric studies to create the guidance and procedures of the analysis and design of such building. 

This information on the concept, design and construction methods are to be introduced to our local designers and builders. Most 

structural engineers are familiar with the application of cold formed steel sections in purlins and side-rails, which are highly 

engineered products for specific applications.  However, the cold-formed steel is proposed to be designed as Angle sectiona as 

that the economic aspects can be highlighted. It was found that the use of cold-formed steel as Angle section could increase the 

strength .It is hoped that the use of CFS as composite beam should be able to offers the following benefits, speed of construction 

on-site, less disruption due to construction operations, high degree of quality control in factory production, economy of scale 

through repetitive production, off-site installation of services and complex equipment and cost effective. 

 

II.BENEFIT OF COLD FORMED STEEL 

 

Strength. Steel has the highest strength-- to-- weight ratio of any building material. Moreover, the strength of cold-formed steel 

also provides architects with greater flexibility, allowing designs that incorporate longer spans and other architectural features. 

 

Durability. Steel is inorganic, and thus impervious to termites, rot and mold.  A protective layer of zinc and other metallic 

coating steel provides long-term durability that research demonstrates can last hundreds of years without any deterioration. 

 

Stability. Due to its consistent chemistry, steel behaves in a highly predicable manner when subjected to the structural loads 

and stresses imposed by high wind and seismic forces. Because steel cannot absorb moisture, its use also eliminates most of the 

expansion and contraction of construction materials that produces cracks, warps, and other defects in both internal and external 

finishes. 

 

Non-combustibility. Steel does not burn and will not contribute to the spread or intensity of a fire. Because of this, cold-

formed steel projects can easily be designed to meet code fire rating requirements.   Non-combustible structures, like those built 

with cold-formed steel framing, have a better loss history than combustible wood framing.   

 

Sustainability. Steel is the only building material that is infinitely recyclable. As a recognized green building material, cold-

formed steel framing projects can earn credits for green building ratings such as leed and similar programs. 
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III.APPLICATIONS OF COLD FORMED STEEL 

 

Metal Building Construction - The cold-formed metal roof and wall panels are often used as building claddings. They transfer 

the loads (such as wind and snow) to the secondary members and In pre-engineered metal buildings, the entire building structure 

is made from steel products, and approximately 40-60% of the total steel used is cold-formed steel. A typical metal building 

system consists of primary rigid frames, secondary members, cladding, and bracing. The primary rigid frames are usually built up 

using welded plates with sizes optimized to satisfy the design require-ments. The secondary members, such as purlins and girts, 

support the roof and wall coverings and provide lateral stability to the primary rigid frame members. 

Wall Construction - Wall panels are widely used as wall cover-ing for metal buildings and office buildings. With technol-ogy 

improvement, wall panels can be made with a variety of shapes and textures, such as embossed, granular-finished metals, to meet 

structural and architectural re-quirements. Insulated wall panels can greatly simplify the construction process and achieve 

significant cost savings. 

Roof Construction. Cold-formed steel roof panels function as structural components, resisting wind uplift and snow load, and 

maintaining the integrity of the building under lateral wind and seismic loads. They also fulfill appealing architectural 

requirements. The roof panels can be fastened to the purlins as in a through-fastened roof system, or be connected to purlins with 

concealed sliding clips as in a standing seam roof system. The standing seam roof system can accommodate roof panel movement 

due to tempera-ture changes, which makes standing seam roof panels ef-fective weather-resistant products. 

 

IV ECONOMY OF COLD FORMED STEEL 

 

Cold-formed steel sections (CFS) is one in all the foremost extremely suggested industrial building systems for our construction 

industry.The industrial building system not only accelerates the construction time and reduces the use of the material, but also 

guarantees the quality of the building. CFS wasn't common as a most popular choice in building observe in indonesia and Malaya 

as a lightweight steel framing system. The economic aspects of CFS as a light steel framing system in our local industry must 

therefore be investigated. 

Cold steel structural members can lead to more economic design than hot rolled members due to their high weight ratio, easily 

manufactured and built.Moreover, the significant advantages of cold-formed sections are increased yield strength, post-buckling 

strength and suitable for a wide range of applications.These sections are primarily thin walled with moderate to terribly high flat 

widths or elements. Such members might buckle at comparatively low compressive, shear, bending or bearing stress domestically. 

 

V LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Chi-Ling Pan(2004) carried experimental work on cold form channel section to study the effect of connection length, bolt 

arrangement  and tested a series of bolted cold-formed channel sections to study the shear lag effect. Pan concluded that the ratio 

of connection eccentricity to connection length, x /L, and the ratio of unconnected elements to connected elements, Wu/Wc, might 

be the two factors which can mainly influence the tensile strength of channel sections.  

 

Young & Hancock (2012) experimentally investigated the cold formed steel channel section to combined bending and web 

crippling. A series of tests on unlipped channels rolled from high strength steel with thickness of 6mm and maximum web 

slenderness of 45 were conducted. The test results were discussed with the degree of accuracy with the Australian / New Zealand 

standards ( AS\NZS 1996)  and American Iron and steel Institute ( AISI 1996) specifications and an interaction equation for 

strength prediction for combined bending and web crippling was presented.  

 

Michael 2007 discussed the block shear strength of coped beams with a welded clip angle connection numerically and 

conducted experiment to gain a better understanding of the connection behaviour, such as the stress distribution in the web near 

the periphery of the clip angles and the failure mechanism of the connection, an analytical study of the block shear capacity of 

coped beams with welded clip angles was carried out using the finite element method. Based on the limited test data and the 

results of the Finite Element Analysis, a strength model was established and a design equation was proposed to evaluate the block 

shear strength of coped beams with welded clip angles. It was shown that the proposed design equation gave better predictions of 

the block shear capacity of the specimens. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME 

A.Mechanical properties of cold formed steel 

 

A coupon is a small sample of the material under test that has been prepared in such a way that it's failure mechanism will be 

representative of the larger production pieces. When you're making large products, it's both hard, complicated and expensive to 

test them. Small coupons are cheap to make in large enough numbers to have statistically significant results and only need small 

machines to test them. They are designed to tension test failure type at a time, i.e. tension or compression tests. 

 

 

 
Fig 1 Details of Tension Coupon 

B. Specimens detail 

 

In the present investigation, experiments were conducted to study the behaviour of bolted connections in 54 numbers of cold- 

formed steel single and double angle members. A series of Tension tests were conducted on specimens and their behaviour is 

observed in the elastic as well as in the plastic ranges of loading. Specimens were fabricated from cold- rolled steel sheets of 2mm, 

3mmand 4 mm thickness be attached to the angle. Then the bolts are tightened by wrenches.  

   

The main focus of the experimental program has been on the effects of connection on the failure capacities as determined by the 

Yield strength, ultimate strength capacity and Breaking strength. In the experimental specimens, the connection eccentricity is 

varied. Pitch and end distances are held constant in all specimens as 30mm and 20mm respectively. The single angle specimens 

were connected with their larger leg to end gusset plates of mild steel of 8mm thickness. Ordinary black bolts of 10mm diameter 

are used as connector’s .The double angle specimens were connected with their larger leg with two mild steel gusset plates of 

8mm using ordinary black bolts of 10mm diameter.  

 

 
Table 1 

Details of studies conducted 

 
Cold formed steel angle sections 

Different types of thickness were used = 3 Types of thickness 

Equal Angle section without Lip 

Single angle 

  50 x 50 x t 

 60 x 60 x t 

  70 x 70 x t 

Double angle opposite side  

 50 x 50 x t 

     60 x 60 x t 

 70 x 70 x t 

Double angle same side  

 50 x 50 x t 

 60 x 60 x t 

  70 x 70 x t 

Equal Angle section with Lip 

Single angle  

 50x50x10xt 

 60x60x10xt 

 70x70x10xt 

Double angle opposite side  

 50x50x10xt 

 60x60x10xt 

 70x70x10xt 

Double angle same side  

 50x50xt 

 60x60xt 

 70x70xt 

No. of specimens                                                        = 18 Nos/each type 

Various thickness of cold formed steel were used ( 2mm,3mmm,4mm)                          = 3Nos 

Total  Nos. of specimens are used =  3 x 18            = 54Nos. 
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Fig 2 Single angle sections      

 
 

Fig 3Double angle sections 

 

c. ResultsTable 2  Yield, ultimate & breaking loads carrying capacity (2mm) 
S.No Description Size of  specimen 

(mm) 

Yield Strength 

(kN) 

Ultimate Strength 

( kN) 

Breaking strength 

( kN) 

1 Equal sizeSingle angle without Lip 

 

50x50xt 21.44 34.58 33.28 

2 60x60xt 23.64 38.13 36.46 

3 70x70xt 28.06 45.26 44.13 

4 Single angle with Lip 50x50x10xt 25.58 41.25 39.18 

5 60x60x10xt 31.91 51.47 49.18 

6 70x70x10xt 38.73 62.47 60.18 

7 Double angle opposite side without Lip 50x50xt 46.80 75.48 73.19 

8 60x60xt 54.12 87.29 84.92 

9 70x70xt 67.07 108.17 105.16 

10 Double angle  same sidewithout Lip 

 

50x50xt 49.89 80.47 78.16 

11 60x60xt 57.40 92.58 88.46 

12 70x70xt 69.61 112.28 109.72 

13 Double angle opposite side with Lip 50x50x10xt 53.49 86.27 86.76 

14 60x60x10xt 57.33 92.47 89.19 

15 70x70x10xt 72.68 117.23 115.19 

16 Double angle  same side with Lip 

 

50x50x10xt 54.23 87.46 84.96 

17 60x60x10xt 61.23 98.75 96.19 

18 70x70x10xt 69.55 112.17 109.13 
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Table 3  Yield, ultimate & breaking loads carrying capacity (3mm) 
S.No Description Size of  specimen 

(mm) 

Yield Strength 

(kN) 

Ultimate Strength 

( kN) 

Breaking strength 

( kN) 

1 Equal size 

Single angle without Lip 

 

50x50xt 33.65 54.28 51.02 

2 60x60xt 42.44 68.45 64.34 

3 70x70xt 51.12 82.45 77.50 

4 Single angle with Lip 50x50x10xt 48.52 78.25 73.56 

5 60x60x10xt 58.45 94.28 88.62 

6 70x70x10xt 63.60 102.58 96.43 

7 Double angle opposite side without Lip 50x50xt 77.04 124.25 116.80 

8 60x60xt 95.64 154.25 145.00 

9 70x70xt 104.32 168.25 158.16 

10 Double angle  same sidewithout Lip 

 

50x50xt 70.22 113.25 106.46 

11 60x60xt 89.02 143.58 134.97 

12 70x70xt 94.40 152.25 143.12 

13 Double angle opposite side with Lip 50x50x10xt 65.26 105.25 98.94 

14 60x60x10xt 81.38 131.25 123.38 

15 70x70x10xt 104.33 168.28 158.18 

16 Double angle  same side with Lip 

 

50x50x10xt 75.94 122.48 115.13 

17 60x60x10xt 88.40 142.58 134.03 

18 70x70x10xt 92.54 169.25 140.30 

Table 4 Yield, ultimate & breaking loads carrying capacity (4mm) 
S.No Description Size of  specimen 

(mm) 

Yield Strength 

(kN) 

Ultimate Strength 

( kN) 

Breaking strength 

( kN) 

1 Equal sizeSingle angle without Lip 

 

50x50xt 48.43 72.28 69.39 

2 60x60xt 55.99 83.57 80.23 

3 70x70xt 62.22 92.86 89.15 

4 Single angle with Lip 50x50x10xt 60.38 90.12 86.52 

5 60x60x10xt 64.62 96.45 92.59 

6 70x70x10xt 77.20 115.23 110.62 

7 Double angle opposite side without Lip 50x50xt 108.93 162.58 156.08 

8 60x60xt 129.03 192.58 184.88 

9 70x70xt 152.93 228.25 219.12 

10 Double angle  same sidewithout Lip 

 

50x50xt 110.27 164.58 158.00 

11 60x60xt 123.63 184.52 177.14 

12 70x70xt 159.54 238.12 228.60 

13 Double angle opposite side with Lip 50x50x10xt 133.01 198.52 190.58 

14 60x60x10xt 157.16 234.56 225.18 

15 70x70x10xt 175.94 262.59 252.09 

16 Double angle  same side with Lip 

 

50x50x10xt 132.54 197.82 189.91 

17 60x60x10xt 157.17 234.58 225.20 

18 70x70x10xt 192.46 287.25 275.76 

 

VI.CONCLUSIONS 

 

Experimental results shown that the ultimate strength of single equal angle lipped section under tension load is increase 1.26 times 

greater than single equal plain angle section.The yield strength was increased 55% - 62% than ultimate strength and breaking 

strength was decreased 6 % to 15% than ultimate strength. 

In the case of single unequal angle lipped section under tension load is increase 1.24 times more than single unequal plain angle 

section. The yield strength was increased 50% - 65% than ultimate strength and breaking strength was decreased 8 % to 13% than 

ultimate strength.  

To examined from experimental valve the ultimate strength of double equal angle lipped section of opposite side under tension 

load is increase 1.28 times greater than of double equal angle plain section of opposite side.The yield strength was increased 60% 

- 70% than ultimate strength and breaking strength was decreased 10 % to 15% than ultimate strength 
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